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MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE BRIEF AS AMICUS CURIAE 
 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 29, Bentkey 

Service, LLC, d/b/a The Daily Wire (“The Daily Wire”), moves for leave to 

file a brief as amicus curiae in support of Petitioners’ request for a 

permanent injunction against Respondent Occupational Safety and 

Health Administration’s enforcement of the Emergency Temporary 

Standard (“ETS”). 

The Daily Wire is based in Nashville, Tennessee and has over 100 

employees. The Daily Wire is a multimedia company that publishes and 

produces popular podcasts, social media posts, articles, and feature-

length films. The Daily Wire and its leadership have encouraged COVID 

vaccination, but also respect their workers’ private medical decisions and 

the various legitimate reasons why some of its workers are not 

vaccinated. In short, The Daily Wire respects liberty and freedom of 

conscience. 

The ETS announced on November 4, 2021, would impose significant 

costs on The Daily Wire, requiring it to dedicate staff time and financial 

resources to implement policies and procedures to confirm and record 
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vaccination status and testing. It could also cause employees to leave for 

smaller competitors who, arbitrarily, are not subject to the mandate.  

Counsel for amicus consulted with the parties’ counsel. All 

Petitioners have consented to this motion and to the filing of the amicus 

curiae brief. Counsel for proposed amicus has attempted to confer with 

counsel for Respondents but have not received a response. Out of an 

abundance of caution, proposed amicus moves for the Court’s leave to file 

this amicus curiae brief. 

The proposed amicus curiae brief will be helpful to the Court 

because the brief raises not only constitutional and statutory arguments 

but also sets forth specific reasons—supported by expert declarations—

why OSHA’s ETS is arbitrary, capricious, and fails to offer a necessary 

response to a “grave danger” to employee health and safety. 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 29(a)(4)(E), 

amicus states that no counsel for any party authored the propose brief in 

whole or in part, and no person or entity, other than amicus and its 

counsel, made a monetary contribution intended to fund the preparation 

or submission of this brief. 
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i 

CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Bentkey Services, LLC (“The Daily Wire”) is wholly owned by 

Bentkey Ventures LLC, which has no parent corporation. No publicly 

owned corporation owns 10% or more of the stocks of these entities.     
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1 

INTEREST OF AMICUS CURIAE1 

Bentkey Services, LLC is based in Nashville, Tennessee and has 

over 100 employees who staff and lead The Daily Wire. The Daily Wire is 

a multimedia company that publishes and produces popular podcasts, 

social media posts, articles, and feature-length films. The Daily Wire and 

its leadership have encouraged COVID vaccination, but also respects 

their workers’ private medical decisions and the various legitimate 

reasons why some of its workers are not vaccinated.  

The Emergency Temporary Standard (“ETS”) announced by the 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (“OSHA”) on November 

4, 2021, would impose significant costs on The Daily Wire, requiring it to 

dedicate staff time and financial resources to implement policies and 

procedures to confirm and record vaccination status and testing. It could 

also cause employees to leave for smaller competitors who, arbitrarily, 

are not subject to the mandate.  

 
1 This brief is submitted under Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 29(a) 
with the leave of court. Undersigned counsel for amici curiae certify that 
this brief was not authored in whole or part by counsel for any of the 
parties; no party or party’s counsel contributed money for the brief; and 
no one other than amici and their counsel have contributed money for 
this brief. 
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2 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The federal government is making unprecedented use of OSHA’s 

rarely used administrative procedure, an Emergency Temporary 

Standard. The acknowledged purpose of the ETS is to pressure private-

sector employees in non-healthcare workplaces into being vaccinated 

against COVID-19. This new rule effectively classifies tens of millions of 

American workers as workplace hazards subject to OSHA’s control, solely 

based on their medical choices outside of work for a disease not tied to 

the workplace.  

The ETS takes effect immediately without public notice and 

comment, unlike normal regulations under the Administrative Procedure 

Act (“APA”) or permanent standards under the Occupational Safety and 

Health Act (“OSH Act”). It requires employers with 100 or more 

employees to administer programs forcing their employees to either be 

vaccinated, perpetually be tested and masked, or be fired. It converts 

employers into the COVID-19 vaccination police.  

This radical government power grab is unconstitutional, is not 

authorized by the OSH Act, and fails to satisfy the basic requirements 

for an ETS. The Commerce Clause does not empower the federal 
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3 

government to coerce workers based on their choice not to act. Nat’l Fed’n 

of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. 519, 554 (2012) (“NFIB”). The 

Supreme Court has repeatedly reminded government officials that “even 

in a pandemic, the Constitution cannot be put away and forgotten.” 

Roman Cath. Diocese of Brooklyn v. Cuomo, 141 S. Ct. 63, 68 (2020).  

Even if the government had the power to issue the ETS, Congress 

did not confer that power upon OSHA. OSHA’s mission is to protect 

employees from hazards under the OSH Act, 29 U.S.C. § 655(c), not deem 

them to be “hazards.” The ETS’s interpretation would give OSHA 

unprecedented power to impose medical procedures on any American 

who has a job.  

Moreover, the OSH Act only authorizes issuance of an ETS, exempt 

from public notice and comment, if the ETS is “necessary” to protect 

employees from “grave danger” from exposure to workplace substances, 

agents, or hazards. 29 U.S.C. § 655(c)(1). There is no workplace 

emergency here. Large majorities of American adults have received at 

least one vaccine dose, and tens of millions have developed natural 

immunity following COVID infection. Meanwhile, overall hospitalization 

rates have dropped substantially. Indeed, as recently as June 2021, 
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4 

OSHA declined to impose a COVID vaccine mandate “in non-healthcare 

settings” because of the much lower magnitude of risk. Occupational 

Exposure to COVID–19; Emergency Temporary Standard, OSHA, 86 Fed. 

Reg. 32,376, 32,385 (June 21, 2021).  

Finally, the ETS is arbitrary and unsupported by substantial 

evidence. OSHA’s choice of 100 employees as the size of employers who 

must comply is arbitrary, as is its application to all age groups. And 

OSHA failed to tailor the ETS with appropriate consideration for 

employees with natural immunity.  

ARGUMENT 

I. The Vaccine Mandate is unnecessary. 

The U.S. rollout of vaccination for COVID-19 has been extremely 

successful. Over 80% of Americans over 18, or more than 208 million 

people, have already received at least one dose.2 Many others have 

natural immunity or decline vaccinations for personal reasons including 

medical conditions, religious objections, low-risk situations such as youth 

 
2 CDC, COVID-19 Vaccinations in the United States, 
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations_vacc-people-
onedose-pop-12yr (last accessed Nov. 8, 2021). 
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or teleworking status, or caution based on the vaccine’s limited track 

record.  

At 4,892, the 7-day average for COVID-19 hospitalizations 

nationwide is almost 70% lower than the January 2021 peak (16,489), 

and nearly 60% below the August 2021 peak (12,279)—and still 

dropping.3 Days ago, Pfizer announced a therapy that is 89% effective to 

prevent hospitalization of patients with mild to moderate symptoms.4 

Gross domestic product (GDP) is rising,5 and the unemployment rate is 

falling.6  

And yet, the President chose this moment to claim a vaccination 

crisis to justify coercive measures enacted without public comment. On 

 
3 CDC, COVID Data Tracker, https://covid.cdc. gov/covid-data-
tracker/#new-hospital-admissions (last accessed Nov. 8, 2021). 

4 See Jared Hopkins, Pfizer Says COVID-19 Pill is 89% Effective, Wall St. 
J. (Updated Nov. 5, 2021), https://www.wsj.com/articles/pfizer-says-
covid-19-pill-is-89-effective-in-preliminary-assessment-11636109100. 

5 See Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, https://fred.stlouisfed.org/ series/GDPC1 (last 
accessed October 13, 2021) ($19.5 trillion GDP in Q4 2019 compared to 
$22.7 trillion GDP in Q2 2021). 

6 The Employment Situation—September 2021, Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf (last 
accessed Nov. 8, 2021). 
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September 9, 2021, he ordered the Department of Labor to impose this 

ETS as part of his “plan to require more Americans to be vaccinated, to 

combat those blocking public health.”7 He warned unvaccinated 

Americans, “We’ve been patient, but our patience is wearing thin. And 

your refusal has cost all of us.” Id.   

Dutifully, OSHA issued this ETS on November 4, 2021. It requires 

private sector entities with 100 or more employees to require their 

employees to either get vaccinated, undergo weekly testing and 

workplace masking, or lose their jobs. Fines for noncompliance go up to 

$13,653 per day, per violation, and over $136,532 per willful or repeated 

violation.8  

II. The federal government lacks constitutional power to 
police vaccination status among the general population. 

The federal government has no power to force Americans to choose 

between vaccination, constant testing and masking, or unemployment. 

 
7 White House, “Remarks by President Biden on Fighting the COVID- 19 
Pandemic,” (Sept. 9, 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/ briefing-
room/speeches-remarks/2021/09/09/remarks-by-president-biden-on-
fighting-the-covid-19-pandemic-3/. 

8 See Dep’t of Labor, OSHA Penalties, https://www.osha.gov/penalties 
(last accessed November 8, 2021). 
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The Commerce Clause does not provide a blank check for such power. 

The Constitution “withhold[s] from Congress a plenary police power that 

would authorize enactment of every type of legislation.” United States v. 

Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 566 (1995). Moreover, nothing in the OSH Act 

suggests that Congress even attempted to confer such power on OSHA. 

A. The Commerce Clause does not empower OSHA to 
mandate vaccines or testing on private employees. 

The OSH Act is explicitly a Commerce Clause statute. 29 U.S.C. 

§ 651. And Commerce Clause power is limited to the regulation of 

commercial activity. NFIB, 567 U.S. at 550. The Supreme Court has 

repeatedly rejected claims that Congress’s power “to regulate commerce 

. . . among the several states” is a limitless grant to prohibit disfavored 

conduct based on a tenuous link to commercial activity. Thus, the Court 

has invalidated over-expansive applications of Congress’s commerce 

power. See, e.g., Lopez, 514 U.S. at 567 (gun-free school zone statute); 

United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 617 (2000) (portions of the 

Violence Against Women Act); United States v. Jones, 529 U.S. 848, 851 

(2000) (federal arson statute applied to private residences). The ETS 

should suffer the same fate.  
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Furthermore, Congress has “the power to regulate commerce, not 

to compel it[.]” NFIB, 567 U.S. at 555. The Commerce Clause does not 

empower Congress to regulate inaction—only “class[es] 

of activities . . . not classes of individuals, apart from any activity in 

which they are engaged.” Id. at 556. Here, however, OSHA is attempting 

to regulate not an activity, but a class of individuals: those who chose not 

to be vaccinated. “Accepting the Government’s theory would give 

Congress the same license to regulate what we do not do, fundamentally 

changing the relation between the citizen and the Federal Government.” 

Id. at 555 (emphasis added). 

Nearly every adult has a job, and few can do without one. If anyone 

who works for a living is deemed to be subject to the federal government 

mandating their personal medical choices, there are no choices or 

omissions that remain free. Thus, the government could require 

employees with mental health challenges to see a psychiatrist, command 

overweight employees to exercise, and eat only a government-issued diet 

or “mandate purchases of . . . broccoli.” Id. at 558. The Supreme Court 

has rejected such absurd assertions of federal sovereignty. Id. at 557.   
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The ETS is a candid attempt to regulate individual medical 

decisions, not workplace conditions. In a striking admission, White 

House Chief of Staff Ronald Klain retweeted, “OSHA doing this vaxx 

mandate as an emergency workplace safety rule is the ultimate work-

around for the Federal govt to require vaccinations.”9 (emphasis added). 

The Commerce Clause does not encompass using an OSHA ETS to 

mandate medical decisions for over 80 million Americans.  

B. The OSH Act does not delegate vaccine mandate 
authority to OSHA.  

The OSH Act protects employees from hazardous substances and 

agents in the workplace; it does not empower the government to dictate 

personal medical decisions. Where, as here, “an agency claims to discover 

in a long-extant statute an unheralded power to regulate a significant 

portion of the American economy, [courts] typically greet its 

announcement with a measure of skepticism.” Util. Air Regul. Grp. v. 

E.P.A., 573 U.S. 302, 324 (2014) (cleaned up).  

The ETS falls outside the scope of the OSH Act. The government’s 

statutory interpretation is “unreasonable [where] it would bring about an 

 
9 Stephanie Ruhle (@SRuhle), Twitter (Sep. 9, 2021), 
https://twitter.com/sruhle/status/1436063357958823940?lang=en. 
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enormous and transformative expansion in [its] regulatory authority 

without clear congressional authorization.” Id. at 324 (citing F.D.A. v. 

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 159-60 (2000)). The 

Court “expect[s] Congress to speak clearly when authorizing an agency 

to exercise powers of vast economic and political significance.” Ala. Ass’n 

of Realtors v. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs., 141 S. Ct. 2485, 2489 

(2021) (cleaned up).  

Congress spoke clearly when crafting the OSH Act. OSHA was 

created to develop and promulgate “occupational safety and health 

standards,” 29 U.S.C. § 651(b)(3), which encompass “conditions, or the 

adoption or use of one or more practices, means, methods, operations, or 

processes,” reasonably necessary for a safe workplace. Id. § 652(8) 

(emphasis added). The OSH Act also specifies that it “shall apply with 

respect to employment performed in a workplace.” Id. § 653(a) (emphasis 

added). OSHA typically regulates workplace hazards such as toxic 

substances, noise, ventilation, radiation, and sanitation. 29 C.F.R. 

§§ 1910.100 et seq., 1910.141, & 1910.94-1910.97. And an ETS may issue 

only when “employees are exposed to grave danger from exposure to 
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substances or agents determined to be toxic or physically harmful or from 

new hazards.” 29 U.S.C. § 655(c)(1) (emphasis added). 

The OSH Act’s text precludes the interpretation that OSHA may 

regulate employees as workplace dangers like the ETS does. Employees 

are not “toxic” “substances or agents” to which “employees are exposed.” 

An employee is not “exposed” to herself or to other employees. Employees 

are also not “new,” nor are they “hazards.” The OSH Act repeatedly 

references the workplace, which is incompatible with a rule extending to 

broad, general conditions in the populace unrelated to workplace safety.  

The ETS cannot be seen as a workplace standard because it takes 

the “place” out of “workplace” without any regard or consideration for 

actual workplace conditions. What the ETS mandates is injecting or 

testing employees, not eliminating viruses. It does not mandate 

disinfection or cleaning, for instance, or other activities that take place 

solely within the workplace. 

OSHA cannot justify the challenged ETS by relying on 86 Fed. Reg. 

32,376, another recent ETS directed to healthcare workplaces. That ETS 

concerns healthcare workers who have “frequent and sustained close 

contact with COVID-19 patients,” i.e., at work. Id. at 32,385. And in that 
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ETS, OSHA addressed only workplace exposure, citing evidence that 

“healthcare workers were more than 7 times” at risk than “non-essential 

workers.” Id.  All this is consistent with OSHA’s authority to regulate 

conditions in workplaces and not the personal medical choices of 

individual workers. 

III. The ETS is not supported by substantial evidence. 

The APA prohibits agency action that is unconstitutional, exceeds 

statutory authority, or is arbitrary, capricious or an abuse of discretion. 

5 U.S.C. §§ 705-06. And the ETS must be supported by “substantial 

evidence.” 29 U.S.C § 655(f). Agencies must also provide reasons for 

changes in position and explain their rejection of alternatives. Dep’t of 

Homeland Sec. v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 140 S. Ct. 1891, 1910-15 

(2020). Specifically, the requirement that an ETS be “necessary to avert 

grave danger” means OSHA must treat the authority only “as an 

extraordinary power” and not used “as a stop-gap measure.” Asbestos Info 

Ass’n/N. Am. v. OSHA, 727 F.2d 415, 422 (5th Cir.1984) (cleaned up) 

(rejecting an ETS under a “harder look”). OSHA’s ETS fails these 

stringent tests.  
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A. The ETS draws arbitrary lines, such as only applying 
to employers with 100 employees. 

The ETS is arbitrary and insufficiently supported in numerous 

ways, not least the arbitrary 100-employee threshold. Why not 150, or 

50, or 99? The President set this benchmark during his September 9 

speech, but OSHA is obligated under the law to provide objective or 

scientific reasons why a “grave danger” of exposure to a workplace hazard 

makes it “necessary” to impose the ETS on this size of employer and not 

others. OSHA has not done so. 

B. An ETS is not necessary to prevent grave danger in 
non-healthcare workplaces or for young or naturally 
immune employees. 

Contrary to OSHA’s contentions in the ETS, COVID-19 does not 

pose a grave danger of a “serious or life-threatening disease or condition” 

in non-medical workplaces. This is especially true when more than three 

quarters of all adults have received at least one vaccination shot. 

Moreover, COVID-19’s effect varies by orders of magnitude based on age.  

For example, the CDC data shows young adults have a 99.95% 

survivability rate.10 According to an expert declaration that amicus 

prepared for its Sixth Circuit litigation (No. 21-4037), the CDC “admits . 

 
10 See supra n.3. 
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. . only 5% of deaths involving COVID-19 had COVID as the exclusive 

cause of death” and COVID-19 “affects people who are the age of 65 and 

have one or more pre-existing medical conditions.” Kaufman Decl. ¶ 69-

70 (Ex. 1); Lyons-Weiler ¶ 11 (Ex. 2). Instead of accounting for employees 

of different ages and for widespread vaccination rates among adults, the 

ETS is keyed to numbers of employees. OSHA also failed to explain why 

it reversed its determination of just four months ago that an ETS was 

unnecessary outside healthcare workplaces. 

The ETS also disregards completely the natural immunity of 

COVID survivors. Natural immunity is superior to, and longer lasting 

than, vaccination immunity.  Kaufman Decl. ¶ 69-70; Lyons-Weiler Decl. 

¶ 24. OSHA made no effort at all to establish the necessity or existence 

of a grave risk to them. OSHA failed to address why naturally immune 

persons must be subject to the vaccination and testing requirements.  

And alternative remedial measures would serve OSHA’s goals to protect 

the workforce without the need for the ETS. 

CONCLUSION 

The Court should permanently enjoin the ETS.  
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT 

: 
BENTKEY SERVICES, LLC : 
D/B/A THE DAILY WIRE, : 

: CASE NO.: 21-4027 
 Petitioner, : 

: 
v. : 

: 
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HEALTH ADMINISTRATION;  : 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, : 

: 
 Respondents. : 

: 
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I, Sean Kaufman, declare: 

1. I have served as a public health professional for over 25-years.

am Certified in Public 

Health (CPH) by the National Board of Public Health Examiners and am 

a Certified Professional in Biological Risk Management (IFBA CP BRM) 

from the International Federation of Biosafety Associations (IFBA). I am 

formally trained in health education, a specialty which translates 

scientific information for the public to understand, empowering 

individuals to make informed decisions for themselves and their families. 

During this time, I have served as a health education specialist 

specializing in infectious diseases and emergency response. My career in 

public health includes duties within the State of California, the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Emory University Rollins 

School of Public Health (RSPH), and presently at Safer Behaviors in 

Atlanta, Georgia. I make this declaration of personal, firsthand 

knowledge, and if called and sworn as a witness, could and would testify 

competently thereto. 

2. My work in public health started during the HIV/AIDS

epidemic. I provided counseling for those who tested positive for HIV, 
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managed HIV cases to an AIDS diagnosis, and worked with hospice in 

the attempt to reunite families which had been torn apart because of the 

stigma associated with HIV/AIDS. I transitioned to the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), where I was awarded two 

Distinguish Service Awards from the Department of Health and Human 

Services for service to the postal employees in Trenton, New Jersey 

during the 2001 Anthrax Attacks and for serving the Los Angeles 

International Airport (LAX) quarantine office during the SARS epidemic 

in 2004. 

3. I departed the CDC and accepted a director role at the RSPH, 

where I taught several public health emergency preparedness and 

response courses. For a decade, I served as the Director of the Science 

and Safety Training Program which was funded by Dr. Anthony Fauci at 

the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). This 

program was responsible for training scientists from around the world to 

work safely in Biosafety Level-3 and Level-4 laboratory environments 

with dangerous infectious diseases. During my tenure at Emory 

University, I proudly served with the World Health Organization (WHO) 

in Mexico City, Mexico during the H1N1 pandemic. I also trained and 
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managed the nurses and doctors who worked inside the Emory 

Healthcare Isolation Unit in 2014 who were responsible for treating the 

first two cases of Ebola in the United States of America. I then proudly 

served in Nigeria, Belgium, and Liberia throughout the remainder of the 

2014 Ebola outbreak. I take tremendous pride in how I have served the 

profession of public health.  

4. Following the Ebola outbreak, my small business focused its 

efforts on safer behaviors around infectious diseases. Since 2011, we 

have served scientists and public health professionals at the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA), the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA), and the US Department of Agriculture 

(USDA).  

5. In February of 2020, I published a book with the American 

Society of Microbiology (ASM) Press and Wiley titled Prepare and 

Protect: Safer Behaviors in Laboratories and Clinical Containment 

Settings1.  

                                                           
1 https://www.wiley.com/en-
us/Prepare+and+Protect%3A+Safer+Behaviors+in+Laboratories+and+Clinical+Con
tainment+Settings-p-9781683670148  
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6. I am recognized internationally as a leading global expert in 

behavior with and around infectious diseases. 

COVID-19 does not pose a grave danger to the United States 

Workforce. 

7. Introduction. SARS-CoV-2 is the virus that causes the 

-19.  From a virology standpoint it is not new and 

from a virological point of view shares a similar identity to Severe Acute 

Respiratory Distress Syndrome Coronavirus from 2002 (SARS-CoV-1). 2 

Scientists have been working with this coronavirus and many others 

including Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS-CoV). 

8. 

each year, and most Americans have strong immunity against 

coronaviruses. SARS-CoV-2 looks like and behaves like SARS-CoV-1 

and that is why it was classified and named as such. SARS CoV-2 has a 

similar genetic structure, uses the same host cell receptor to begin the 

infection cycle and causes the same types of symptoms and disease as 

SARS-CoV-1 in humans. SARS-CoV-2 has minor genetic modifications 

but is still remarkably similar to SARS-CoV-1.  

                                                           
2 https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fimmu.2020.552909/full 
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9. As a single-stranded RNA virus, SARS-CoV-2 is a very 

unstable virus making infection of and replication in humans no easy 

task. Research scientists have studied SARS-CoV-1 for the last 17+ 

years. We can use what we have learned from the many years of in-

depth research on SARS-CoV-1 and apply it to SARS-CoV-2. 

10. The premise of the OSHA ETS Vaccine Mandate for the US 

workforce is that COVID-19 presents a grave danger to only 

unvaccinated workers in the US. Specific to infectious diseases, grave 

danger is a risk that is more than significant when compared to existing 

risks within the same environment.  

11. However, Dr. Anthony Fauci himself stated that influenza is 

a bigger risk in the US than coronavirus3. In an article authored by Dr. 

Fauci himself specific to the COVID-19 pandemic, he states, 

suggests that the overall clinical consequences of COVID-19 may 

ultimately be more akin to those of a severe seasonal influenza (which 

has a case fatality rate of approximately 0.1%) or a pandemic influenza 

(similar to those in 1957 and 1968) rather than a disease similar to 

                                                           
3 https://www.mynews13.com/fl/orlando/news/2020/02/15/disease-expert--flu-a-
bigger-risk-in-the-us-than-coronavirus  
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SARS or MERS, which have had case fatality rates of 9 to 10% and 

4 This does not minimize the serious threat COVID-

19 continues to pose to the most vulnerable within our population. 

12. The OSH

unvaccinated workers are much more likely to contract and 

transmit COVID-  

13. This is a gross misrepresentation of science, natural 

immunity and personal health characteristics (age, health status, 

current medications, social behaviors, etc.) which contribute to the 

contracting and transmission of disease. 

a. Those who have received the vaccine are not only 

capable of transmitting the virus but demonstrate the 

same amount of viral shedding as those who have not 

been vaccinated. In a recent study, scientists found no 

significant differences in viral loads between the 

vaccinated and unvaccinated 5. 

                                                           
4 https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejme2002387  
5 https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.09.28.21264262v1  
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b. 

capable of being infected and transmitting the virus. A 

study has shown that immunity after injection with 

COVID-

weeks6. 

c. Since the COVID-

short-term protection, as soon as immunity fades, the 

vaccinated themselves are also equally at risk of 

transmitting the disease and could experience more 

severe outcomes of the disease. 

d. COVID primarily affects people in older age groups 

(>65 years old), where the function of the immune 

system begins to decrease. This in addition with the 

development of chronic conditions like diabetes, cancer, 

heart and kidney diseases places them at higher risks 

for severe disease and deaths from not just COVID-19 

but infectious disease threats.7 

                                                           
6 https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)01642-
1/fulltext  
7 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2265901/  
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e. There are more than ninety studies showing that those 

that have had COVID infections have lasting and 

robust natural immunity to not only the original strain 

but also the variant strains of SARS-CoV-28. 

14. OSHA ETS states that reported cases have increased 

to 44,857,861 and the number of deaths has increased to 723,205 

(CDC, October 18, 2021  Cumulative US Cases; Cumulative US 

Deaths).  

15. This statement is another gross misrepresentation of risk 

among those within the workplace. 

a. As of November 3, 2021 - CDC reports that 75.4% 

(564,366) of the total deaths (748,164) occurred within 

those who were greater than 65 years old.9 

b. The CDC also states that only 5% of the deaths 

involving COVID-19 had COVID as the exclusive cause 

of death.10 

                                                           
8 See Correlates of protection from SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01442-9, and 
https://brownstone.org/articles/79-research-studies-affirm-naturally-acquired-
immunity-to-COVID-19-documented-linked-and-quoted/ 
9 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/covid19/mortality-overview.htm  
10 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/COVID_weekly/index.htm  
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c. If we take into account the above CDC statements, we 

reduce 748,164 to 183,798 deaths by focusing solely on 

those who are of the working age of under 65. 

d. Furthermore, if only 5% of the deaths are attributed 

solely to COVID, the number is reduced even further to 

9,189 deaths. 

e. These numbers are reported over a two-year period and 

have similar rates with an annual average death of 

approximately 4,600 (1% of the total number of deaths) 

workers who are under the age of 65 and whose death 

is attributed solely to COVID per year.  

16. As demonstrated above, OSHA has misrepresented the 

overall risk of COVID-19 death to the US workforce. It should be noted 

that scientific and medical treatment advancement is allowing for 

earlier medical intervention, treatment with monoclonal antibodies, and 

other repurposed drugs which is minimizing hospitalization and death 

associated with COVID-19 regardless of vaccine status.  

17. OSHA has not demonstrated that a vaccinate 

mandate, weekly testing, and wearing of masks would 
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adequately prevent deaths attributed to COVID-19 in 

workforce. 

18. One problem with the OSHA vaccine mandate is that the 

definition of vaccine has changed several times over the last several 

years. 

19. 

killed or weakened infectious organism  

20. In 2015, vaccina

introducing a vaccine into the body to produce immunity to a specific 

 

21. This year, the CDC changed the definition of vaccination to, 

spec 11 

22. 

ne 

                                                           
11 https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/09/09/vaccine-skeptics-claim-new-
cdc-gotcha-moment-they-havent-got-much/  
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These changes paint an accurate reflection 

of the COVID-19 vaccine.  

23. 

-19  the 

response is short-lived, does not prevent illness, or prevent 

transmission. 

24. At one point in time, vaccines were viewed as a consumer 

product. In exchange for the risks, one would accept as a result of 

vaccination, consumers were assured with the benefits gained as a 

result of the vaccine. At that time, vaccine assurances included evidence 

that the vaccine (1) was safe, (2) prevented disease, and (3) minimized 

the likelihood of transmission from one person to another.  

25. Not only have the definitions of vaccine and vaccination 

changed, but the assurances of safety and effectiveness for the 

consumer have changed, for the worse. 

26. Asymptomatic transmissions of COVID are too 

insignificant to warrant the vaccine mandate.  

27. One concern discussed in the OSHA ETC is asymptomatic 

transmission in workplace. 
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28. However, researchers at Nature Communications12 and the 

Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA)13 both found that 

asymptomatic transmissions of Coronavirus are less than one percent. 

others, but that is already incredibly unlikely, not only due to natural 

herd immunity, but also because now, most people who have desired the 

vaccine have received it.  

29. Low mortality of disease does not pose a grave danger 

to the workforce and therefore does not justify a vaccine 

mandate.  

30. The particularly low mortality rate of the disease, but also 

its distribution by age, clearly denote that vaccination, whenever it 

becomes feasible, must be targeted.  

31. This percentage is fictitiously over-evaluated for the time 

being (~2.5%): on the one hand, due to the over-representation of 

severely positive cases of the virus14, and on the other, given that the 

death toll from COVID has also included the deaths of cases found 

                                                           
12 https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-19802-w)  
13 https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2774102  
14 https://www.bmj.com/content/368/bmj.m1113.long  
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positive for COVID but with other, underlying diseases (not the SARS 

respiratory syndrome).  

32. The Center for Disease Control (CDC) admits this, saying 

only 5% of deaths involving COVID-19 had COVID as the exclusive 

cause of death15.  

33. Recent studies which have estimated the number of deaths 

in relation to the actual number of people exposed to the virus  based 

on serological tests (antibody tests) in a specific geographical area  

have determined that this percentage is of the order of magnitude of 

seasonal flu (certainly <1%)16.  

34. COVID affects people who are over the age of 65 and have 

one or more pre-existing medical conditions. The combination of age and 

these pre-existing conditions means the vaccine-induced active 

immunity may not be capable of protecting the elderly, who are most 

vulnerable to the corona virus; hence, the finding of an anti-viral 

therapy should be a priority  assuming that the protection of the 

                                                           
15 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/COVID_weekly/index.htm  
16 https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.14.20062463v2  
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elderly is in fact what is desired. The healthy are affected very 

marginally, if not at all. 

35. The nature of COVID-19 provides several 

opportunities to minimize severe disease and hospitalization as 

an alternative to the COVID-19 vaccination. 

36. Most Americans are not at a meaningful risk for severe 

disease. 

37. Statistically speaking, healthy adults under the age of forty 

are at ~ .0001% risk for hospitalization or death from SARS-CoV-2.  

38. We know what groups of people are at most risk for severe 

disease and complications after infection with SARS-CoV-2; the elderly, 

smokers, and those with MULTIPLE comorbid medical conditions 

(diabetes, hypertension, and obesity).  

39. Given that the virus uses angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 

(ACE2) to enter cells and initiate the infection cycle, levels of expression 

of ACE2 are key for understanding those who would be at most risk of 

severe disease. 
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40. 

length and severity of disease, it does not make sense to vaccinate every 

single person. 

41. Genetics and demographic characteristics, lifestyle, 

comorbidities, and medication usage have an impact on ACE2 

expression and activity in SARS-CoV-

expression level is high in Asian females and young people (Figure 1 

and Table 1), those who are known to be less susceptible, and even less 

inflicted by severe or fatal outcome, while it is low in males, further 

decrease with age and T2D, those who are most susceptible to bad 

outcome (Figures 1 and 3), suggesting at a population level a negative 

correlation between ACE2 expression and COVID-19 severity and 

17. 

42. The COVID- fection with 

SARS-CoV-2, and they were never meant to prevent infection or 

transmission.  

43. The correlates of protection, the type of immune response 

needed to prevent infection with SARS-CoV-2, are still unknown. We do 

                                                           
17 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdfdirect/10.1111/acel.13168  
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not know whether it is antibodies, what type of antibodies or what level 

is necessary to provide protection or whether cell-mediated immunity is 

an important measure of protection. There is also a significant 

difference between total antibodies and neutralizing antibodies. 

Neutralizing antibodies, antibodies that bind to the virus and prevent 

infection, cannot be measured with a point of care test.  

44. In general, scientists study how infection programs the 

immune response after natural infection to inform the development of a 

vaccine that will mimic that same response. 

45. A vaccine that provides sterilizing immunity prevents the 

vaccinated from being able to catch or transmit a virus.  

46. The EUA COVID-

sterilizing immunity. They are merely a tool designed to teach the 

immune system to attack the spike protein, thereby priming the 

immune system to reduce the length and severity of infection.  

47. Both CDC and Dr. Fauci have acknowledged this point and 

that is why they recommended people should continue to follow 

recommendations for preventing infection even after vaccination 
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48. There have been many reports of people having gotten 

-19 not just in the United States but 

all over the world.  

49. A total of 10,262 SARS-CoV-

infections had been reported from 46 U.S. states and territories as of 

April 30, 2021. As of May 1, 2021, CDC transitioned from publicly 

reporting the passive surveillance of all vaccine breakthrough cases on 

the website to focus on hospitalized or fatal vaccine breakthrough cases 

due to any cause.  

50. As of September 13, 2021, 15,790 patients with COVID-19 

d 

have been reported to the CDC from 49 U.S. states and territories. This 

hospitalizations. 

51. 

infected and transmitting the virus.18 

52. A study has shown that immunity after injection with 

COVID- 19.  

                                                           
18 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/fully-vaccinated.html 
19 https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)01642-1/fulltext  
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53. Because the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) COVID-19 

-term protection, as soon as 

immunity fades, the vaccinated themselves may be at risk of more 

severe disease outcomes and/or unknown long-term side-effects. 

54. Natural immunity is superior to COVID-19 vaccine in 

all studies indicating that there is no scientific rationale to 

vaccinating those already immune.  

55. An issue that is being completely dismissed is natural 

immunity following a COVID-19 infection.  

56. There are more than ninety studies showing that those that 

have had COVID infections have lasting and robust natural immunity 

to not only the original strain but also the variant strains of SARS-CoV-

220.  

57. A Cleveland Clinic study demonstrates that natural 

immunity acquired through prior infection with COVID-19 shows 

                                                           
20 See Correlates of protection from SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01442-9, and 
https://brownstone.org/articles/79-research-studies-affirm-naturally-acquired-
immunity-to-COVID-19-documented-linked-and-quoted/ 
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greater efficacy towards protection than any benefit conferred by the 

COVID vaccines21.  

58. A study by Goldberg et al. noted that previously infected 

individuals had 96.4% efficacy towards protection from COVID, versus 

94.4% in those injected with the vaccines.  

59. These and other studies support that natural infection and 

the resulting antibodies generated provide better immunity towards 

COVID than any of the gene therapy vaccines currently utilized. One 

must ask themselves why natural immunity, which has been previously 

accepted for multiple other viral illnesses, is not being accepted for 

COVID despite clear data that shows its benefit far outweighs the 

vaccines. 

60. Natural immunity to a virus is always more effective and 

longer lasting than a vaccine.  

61. Active immunity (i.e., natural exposure and recovery) is 

always better and stronger than passive immunity (i.e., vaccines/gene 

therapies).  

                                                           
21 Shrestha, N., Burke, P., Nowacki, A., Terpeluk, P., Gordon, S. (2021), Necessity of 
COVID-19 Vaccination in Previously Infected Individuals. See 
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.06.01.21258176v2.  
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62. People who have a disease and recover will have broader and 

more robust immunity that is long-lasting. SARS-CoV-2 is no different 

in this regard.  

63. Because SARS-CoV-2 is the same as SARS-CoV-1 we can use 

information from those who recovered from that virus in 2003 to inform 

us about lasting immunity.  

64. 

recovered from SARS (the disease associated with SARS-CoV-1 

infection) possess long-lasting memory T cells that are reactive to the 

N-protein of SARS-CoV-

-CoV-2-specific T cells in individuals with no 

history of SARS, COVID-19 or contact with individuals who had SARS 

and/or COVID- 22. What this tells us is that people who have 

had symptomatic COVID-19 will have lasting immunity after recovery. 

In addition, there are people who also have protection from infection 

with SARS-CoV-2 because they have been infected with other 

coronaviruses.  

                                                           
22 https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2550-z  
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65. Research has shown that 90% of adults over the age of fifty 

have immunity to all four common human coronaviruses.  

66. This cross protective immunity is why some people 

experience only mild symptoms upon exposure to SARS-CoV-2. 

67. More studies are being published now showing that those 

who recovered from COVID-19 have more robust immunity than the 

 

68. Scientists have shown that immune memory to SARS-CoV-2 

lasted up to at least 8 months after infection in 95% of those evaluated 

23

lasting and stronger protection against infection, symptomatic disease 

and hospitalization caused by the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2, 

compared to the BNT162b2 two-dose vaccine- 24.  

69. In my opinion, if someone has immunity from natural 

infection, under no circumstances would it make sense for them to get a 

vaccine.  

                                                           
23 https://www.nih.gov/news-events/nih-research-matters/lasting-immunity-found-
after-recovery-COVID-19  
24 https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1  
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70. If natural immunity is strongly protective, as the evidence to 

date suggests it is, then vaccinating people who have had COVID-19 

would seem to offer nothing or very little to benefit, logically leaving 

only harms both the harms we already know about as well as those 

still unknown.25 

71. The EUA COVID-19 vaccination strategy should be about 

mitigation of risk and protecting the most vulnerable, not about 

 

72. Even if 100% of the global population is vaccinated, 

SARS-CoV-2 will continue to spread.  

73. Given the rate of transmission for the delta variant (R0=5), 

there is no way to stop it even with a 100% vaccination rate. The virus 

will continue to spread.  

74. As with most viruses, as they interact more with a new host 

and mutate, they will invariably produce higher morbidity (make more 

people sick) but will have lower mortality (fewer people die).  

75.  

us all 100% sterilizing immunity today. The length of time it takes to 

                                                           
25 https://www.bmj.com/content/374/bmj.n2101  
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manufacture and ship eight billion doses (and then make vaccination 

appointments for eight billion people) ensures that by the time the last 

person gets their last dose, the never-ending conveyor belt of mutations 

will have already rendered the vaccine partially ineffective.  

76. True sterilizing immunity simply will not ever happen with 

coronaviruses. It was 100% certain, from day one, that by the time the 

last dose is administered, the rapid evolution of the virus would ensure 

that it would already be time to start 26 

Conclusions 

77. As discussed above: 

a. Asymptomatic transmission represents less than one 

percent of all transmissions.9, 10 

b. The CDC states that only 5% of the deaths involving 

COVID-19 had COVID as the exclusive cause of 

death.13 Additionally, CDC reports that 78% of those 

hospitalized for COVID suffered from obesity. 

                                                           
26 https://www.juliusruechel.com/2021/09/the-snake-oil-salesmen-and-COVID-
zero.html  
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c. Natural immunity is superior to the COVID-19 vaccine 

in all studies indicating no scientific rationale for 

vaccinating those already immune. 

78. The OSHA Recommended Practices for Safety and Health 

Programs utilizes the Hierarchy of Controls27. This Hierarchy of 

Controls is designed by OSHA to protect workers from workplace 

hazards; help avoid illnesses, minimize or eliminate health risks, and 

help employers provide workers with healthful working conditions. 

There is no mention of vaccination within these controls. 

79. The first control for creating a healthy work environment, 

which is noted as the most effective, is elimination of this risk. This can 

be accomplished by the sick worker staying at home and not leaving the 

house. 

80. Though we cannot eliminate the risk of infectious disease in 

the workplace, we know that less than 1% of transmission is from 

asymptomatic cases. The development of policies which allow for staff to 

work remotely  substituting the need to be at work while sick (second 

control  substitution).  

                                                           
27 https://www.osha.gov/safety-management/hazard-prevention  
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81. As noted in the influenza workplace transmission studies, 

workplace infections fell by an average of 25.33%; if two flu days were 

offered, infections dropped by 39 28 

82. The third control is engineering following by the fourth 

control of administration and final control of PPE.  

83. Employers can drastically reduce transmissions of COVID-

19 within the workplace by offering paid sick days and screening 

employees for COVID-19 symptoms, social distancing, masks, and 

proper ventilation of workplace sites.29  

84. Risks of COVID-19 disease transmission within the 

workplace can be easily controlled through paid leave, workplace 

policies, and compliance to a set of public health procedures. 

Vaccination should remain a choice and not be mandated upon the 

workforce. 

                                                           
28 https://journalistsresource.org/economics/impact-sick-days-workplace-influenza-
infections/  
29 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1539-6924.2009.01232.  
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United 

States of America that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on this 

8th day of November 2021, at Woodstock, Georgia.  

 

_________________________________ 

            SEAN G. KAUFMAN 
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS  
FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT 

 
 

 : 
BENTKEY SERVICES, LLC  : 
D/B/A THE DAILY WIRE, : 
 : CASE NO.: 21-4027 
     Petitioner, : 
 : 
v. :  
 : 
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND : 
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION;  : 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, :  
 :  
     Respondents. : 
 : 

 
DECLARATION OF JAMES LYONS-WEILER 
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James Lyons-Weiler declares,  

1. My name is James Lyons-Weiler.  I am a resident of Allison 

Park, Pennsylvania; I am over 18 years-old, and am otherwise competent 

to make this declaration. 

2. I am currently CEO and Director of The Institute for Pure and 

Applied Knowledge in Pittsburgh, PA, a registered not-for-profit 

organization that conducts biomedical research in the public interest.  I 

was formerly Senior Research Scientist at the University of Pittsburgh, 

Bioinformatics Analysis Core.  Prior to that, I had been faculty in the 

Departments of Pathology and Biomedical Informatics, where I 

conducted grant-funded research, taught courses and advised graduate 

students and medical and post-doctoral fellows.  I have over 54 peer-

reviewed publications, and have served as Associate Editor and Editor-

in-Chief on two journals.  I currently serve as the Founding Editor-in-

Chief of the journal Science, Public Health Policy & the Law.    

3. I have been asked to provide testimony on the new workplace 

vaccine mandate ruling issued by OSHA as Emergency Temporary 
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Standards (ETS) aka 29 CFR Parts 1910, 1915, 1917, 1918, 1926 and 

1928 [Docket No. OSHA-2021-0007) (RIN 1218-AD42). 

4. I currently conduct research on the molecular basis of disease 

in humans (e.g., Lyons-Weiler J. 2020) and on the safety and externalized 

costs of vaccines and vaccine programs (Lyons-Weiler & Thomas, 2021; 

Lyons-Weiler et al., 2020; McFarland et al., 2020, Lyons-Weiler & 

Ricketson, 2018). My research also includes consideration of the accuracy 

of molecular testing policies and the macroeconomic impacts of large-

scale testing strategies and policies that contributed to the perceived 

need for economically and psychologically devastating lock-downs 

(Lyons-Weiler, 2021).  

5. I also currently teach courses in Public Health and research 

study design at IPAK-EDU, and have taught courses in research study 

design, attended by clinicians and residents at other universities. I was 

the Scientific Director of the Bioinformatics Analysis Core at the 

University of Pittsburgh, where I focused primarily on translational 

genetic, genomic and proteomic research (both basic (animal laboratory) 

and clinical studies). I designed and analyzed the data from over 100 

research studies. As Senior Research Scientist, it was my responsibility 
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to ensure that the scientific soundness and reproducibility of the studies 

I was involved in were secure. I helped bring in over $27M in 

collaborative research funds in the first three years as a full faculty 

member in the University of Pittsburgh Cancer Center. I have served on 

numerous editorial boards as Associate Editor and twice (including 

currently) as Editor-in-Chief of scientific research and policy journals. I 

am routinely tasked as a peer reviewer by journals in the fields of 

biological science, cancer research, statistical analysis, mathematics, 

epidemiology, and public health. I founded the journal Science, Public 

Health Policy & the Law, which is an active peer-reviewed journal, and 

published studies and papers focused on the mismatch between public 

health policy, medical care, the law, and science.  

6. I have used PCR and qRT-PCR in my own research and have 

taught the laboratory methodology and methods of analysis of PCR and 

RT-PCR in courses at multiple Universities. I am currently active in my 

research with new peer-reviewed publications as recent as 2021. 

7. I will not and have not accepted any form of compensation for 

this testimony. 
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8. It is my opinion that the EST as implemented by OSHA is not 

based on solid facts backed by science, but is instead based upon flawed 

public health policies and positions that have been cobbled together using 

demonstrably incorrect knowledge claims. 

9. The claim by OSHA that all unvaccinated workers face a 

grave danger is factually incorrect; a SARS-CoV-2 virus is only a risk to 

a minority of people, and therefore to a minority of unvaccinated workers. 

10. The claim made by OSHA clearly requires two major 

assumptions: 

a. Assumption 1. OSHA assumes that everyone is at high 

risk of serious COVID-19 and death due to SARS-CoV-2 

infection. 

b. Assumption 2. OSHA also assumes that COVID-19 

vaccines do not transmit the virus. 

11. The counterevidence that shows that neither of these 

assumptions are correct includes: 

a. Greater than 99.8% survival of COVID-19 cases in the 

period prior to the onset of vaccination; 
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b. Over 78% of patients with serious COVID-19 had 

underlying autoimmunity health issues prior to 

infection whereas only 7% of patients with mild COVID-

19 had prior autoimmunity issues; 

c. The number of cases and deaths provided by the CDC is 

overestimated due to the conflation of "PCR positive test 

result" with "COVID-19" and an unacceptably high false 

positive rate of RT-PCR as used in the diagnosis of 

COVID-19; 

d. Actual COVID-19 death rates are also tragically 

artificially inflated due to the widespread ignorance of 

the science demonstrating the efficacy of early 

treatment protocols. 

12. One of the problems that the ETS does not address is the fact 

that unvaccinated workers might experience a false positive test result. 

13. Over the last year and a half, there have been plenty of 

research that shows the problem with false positive test results.1 

                                                           
1 See e.g. "(E)vidence from external quality assessments and real-world data indicate enough a 
high enough false positive rate to make positive results highly unreliable over a broad range of 
scenarios. This has clinical and case management implications, and affects an array of 
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14. Researchers have found the following consequences to those 

individuals who have received a false positive test result: 

a. Unnecessary isolation of individuals and quarantining 

of close contacts with financial and psychological 

strains; 

b. Unnecessary contact tracing and testing; 

c. Wasteful consumption of personal protective equipment; 

d. Delays in surgical or other procedures; 

e. Prolong hospital stays with wasteful consumption of 

PPE; 

f. Potentially harboring uninfected individuals with 

infected individuals in hospitals and congregate living 

areas with possible nosocomial infection; 

g. Possible exposure to inappropriate medical treatment; 

                                                           
epidemiological statistics, including the asymptomatic ratio, prevalence, and hospitalization and 
death rates, as well as epidemiologic models." Cohen et al 
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.26.20080911v4 and SARS CoV 2 Mass 
Testing Endangers Residents of Long-Term Care Facilities 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3656876; and False Positive Results With 
SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR Tests and How to Evaluate a RT-PCR-Positive Test for the Possibility of 
a False Positive Result. Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine 63:e159-162 doi: 
10.1097/JOM.0000000000002138 https://journals.lww.com/joem/Fulltext/2021/03000/False_Po
sitive_Results_With_SARS_CoV_2_RT_PCR.23.aspx 
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h. Individual given false sense of security about immunity 

so may not follow public health guidelines or receive 

vaccination; 

i. Impede correct diagnosis of patients with symptoms; 

j. Over diagnosis may distort epidemiologic statistics by 

including false-positives to estimate prevalence, 

hospitalization, and death rates as well as modeling 

(e.g., some individuals classified as asymptomatic 

carriers may actually had a false positive test). 

15. I personally have explored these issues in a peer-reviewed 

analysis and I concluded that unless the full cost of the false positives 

are known, an appropriate balance of risk analysis cannot be conducted.  

The false assumption that false positives are harmless has already cost 

us one lock-down with all of the consequent job loss and permanent 

shuttering of hundreds of thousands of small business across the 

country and around the world.2 

                                                           
2 Lyons-Weiler, 2020a. Balance of Risk in COVID-19 Reveals the extreme cost of the false 
positives. Intern J Vacc Theor, Pract, Research 1(2):209-222. 
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16. The fact that the public health policy in the United States 

-CoV-2 

infection, is scientifically unsound and has woefully misled the medical 

community. PCR tests are routinely conducted, and diagnosis of SARS-

CoV-2 determined without regard for the false positive risk. It is well 

known in molecular diagnostic pathology and radiology that the use of 

tests to screen for conditions or even widespread indiscriminate testing 

can be seriously problematic for conditions with low prevalence if the 

tests have false positives, especially if there are risks and costs 

associated with a positive test result. For example, in cancer 

diagnostics, we do not routinely perform radiologic screening for solid 

tumors using Ct (computed tomography) because the follow-up step is 

usually biopsy, a procedure that has a risk of infection. 

17. Researches have also estimated that the diagnosis rate for 

PCR testing is grossly exaggerated and that the FPR of the use of RT-

PCR as implemented in the diagnosis of COVID-19 may be as high as 

91%.3 

                                                           
3 Tartof SY, Slezak JM, Fischer H, et al. Effectiveness of mRNA BNT162b2 
COVID-19 vaccine up to 6 months in a large integrated health system in the USA: 
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18. his means:  

a. The mortality rate estimates cited by OSHA are 

woefully incorrect; and 

b. The efficacy of the vaccines is not well-determined given 

that the COVID-19 status in the trials have also been 

based on experimental use of RT-PCR with a fixed cycle 

threshold as a proxy diagnosis of COVID-19 under an 

Emergency Use Authorization. 

19. Furthermore, it is my opinion that OSHA fails to cite the 

science showing a mass reduction in hospitalization and deaths due to 

early treatment protocols.  They appear to be unaware, for example, of 

which, in a series of clinical trials has been shown to clear the virus in 

95% infected individuals in 24 hours, and in 99% of infected people within 

72 hours (see https://sanotize.com/press-releases/). 

20. The existence of such treatment options make the credibility 

 

                                                           
a retrospective cohort study. Lancet 2021; published online Oct 4. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(21)02183-8.  
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21. In reviewing OSHA's ETS, it is my opinion that the ETS is 

internally inconsistent on the reliability of testing for COVID-19. 

22. The ETS states that given " scientific uncertainty and 

limitations in testing for infection and immunity, OSHA is concerned 

that it would be infeasible for employers to operationalize a standard that 

would permit or require an exception from vaccination or testing and face 

covering based on prior infection with COVID-19."4 

23. However, in citing the limitations in testing for infection, 

OSHA should recognize that this uncertainly applies equally to the 

vaccinated, the unvaccinated, and the previously immune.  This means 

the assessment of the efficacy of the vaccines in the clinical trials itself 

should be scrutinized closely. More importantly, OSHA should recognize 

that they cannot come to a determination of grave danger if the same 

testing methods used to determine the numbers of cases and deaths due 

to COVID-19, and to the estimates of the efficacy of the vaccines 

themselves, are unreliable, as OSHA has stated, and as published 

estimates demonstrating false positive rates such as the Lancet article 

revealed. 

                                                           
4 (Section 1.B.3): 
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24. 

OSHA wants the public and private sectors to have confidence in their 

grave danger -

19 cases and deaths which are based on RT-PCR testing, but to not have 

confidence in the same RT-PCR testing used to determine long-lasting 

(durable) immunity in the previously infected (those with natural 

immunity). There are ample studies demonstrating durable immunity 

from natural infections which show that natural immunity is robust and 

durable5, while vaccination is now known to be extremely short-lived and 

is therefore not sterlizing. 

25. OSHA defines the grave danger as "workplace exposure to 

SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes the development of COVID-19". 

However, the vast majority of Americans are not at risk of serious 

COVID-19 or death from COVID-19 infection, and vaccination does not 

prevent transmission. OSHA should have considered that the "grave 

                                                           
5 Sekine T, Perez-Potti A, Rivera-Ballesteros O, Strålin K, Gorin JB, Olsson A, Llewellyn-Lacey 
S, Kamal H, Bogdanovic G, Muschiol S, Wullimann DJ, Kammann T, Emgård J, Parrot T, 
Folkesson E; Karolinska COVID-19 Study Group, Rooyackers O, Eriksson LI, Henter JI, 
Sönnerborg A, Allander T, Albert J, Nielsen M, Klingström J, Gredmark-Russ S, Björkström 
NK, Sandberg JK, Price DA, Ljunggren HG, Aleman S, Buggert M. Robust T Cell Immunity in 
Convalescent Individuals with Asymptomatic or Mild COVID-19. Cell. 2020 Oct 1;183(1):158-
168.e14. doi: 10.1016/j.cell.2020.08.017. Epub 2020 Aug 14. PMID: 32979941; PMCID: 
PMC7427556. 
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danger" they presume does not apply to the vast majority of people, 

including those in the following groups: 

a. Group A. Those who will become infected and survive 

without symptoms (estimated at 85%)6; 

b. Group B. Those will become infected and survive with 

minimal symptoms (estimated at >95%)7; 

c. Group C. Those who are previously immune due to past 

exposure to SARS-Cov-2 virus infection with moderate 

or severe COVID-19 (current estimate 45.6 million 

reported)8; 

                                                           
6 "Asymptomatic persons seem to account for approximately 40% to 45% of SARS-CoV-2 
infections" https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/10.7326/M20-3012 

and 16 (27%) were asymptomatic for core COVID-
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7557299/ 
7 -

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32648899/ 
8 Robust T Cell Immunity in Convalescent Individuals with Asymptomatic or Mild COVID-19 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32979941/ 
Paul Elias Alexander - 106 Research Studies Affirm Naturally Acquired Immunity to Covid-19: 
Documented, Linked, and Quoted https://brownstone.org/articles/79-research-studies-affirm-
naturally-acquired-immunity-to-covid-19-documented-linked-and-quoted/ 
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d. Group D. Those who become infected who receive early 

treatment (very low due to systematic and pervasive 

disinformation from CDC, FDA, and NIAID)9; and 

e. Group E. Those who are previously immune due to past 

exposed to Coronaviruses other than SARS-CoV-2 

(estimated at 21% of Americans, of 69.1 million 

Americans)10. 

26. It is my opinion that given scientific uncertainty and 

limitations in knowledge of the safety in vaccination in each of these 

groups of people, OSHA's ETS will put millions of workers at unknown 

levels of risks of adverse reactions due to prior infection followed by 

vaccination. 

                                                           
9 
that were hospitalized and died, respectively
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33388006/ 
This means that widespread adoption of early treatment protocols could reduce the infection case 
fatality rate significantly. Dr. Pierre Kory estimates that as many as 85% of the deaths from 
COVID-19 were preventable by early treatment; the nitric oxide spray results suggest that 99% 
of hospitalization and deaths could be prevented. 
10 -CoV-2 cross-reactive memory T cells are detectable in 
~28 50% of individuals not exposed to SARS-CoV-
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-00460-4 
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27. One of the major issues with the OSHA ETS is that it relies 

on CDC reporting of the number of people who test positive for COVID. 

However, CDC only reports cases of 

COVID-19 in vaccinated persons if they have a Ct < 28 and are 

hospitalized or dead whereas for the unvaccinated the CDC required a 

different standard of 40  45 cycles. The use of a Ct of 28 or less in ONLY 

the vaccinated results in up to a 90% reduction in the false positive rate 

among ONLY the vaccinated. This lowering of the Ct by the CDC skews 

results in favor of vaccination. 

28. As a result of the CDC using the standard of 40-45 cycles 

between April 2020 until April 2021, the reliability of the positive COVID 

test rates is scientifically unreliable. 

29. My organization, IPAK, published an important analysis that 

shows that CDC not only has exaggerated the number COVID-19 cases, 

but also the number of COVID-19 deaths, and that they failed to have 

the change in their diagnostic policy vetted by the appropriate committee 

review (Ealy et al., 2020). 

30. The ETS Claims that SARS-CoV-

whit:  
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Yet by any measure, SARS CoV 2 is a new hazard. 
Unlike any of the hazards addressed in previous ETSs, 
SARS CoV 2 was not known to exist until January 
2020. Since then, more than 3 million people have died 
worldwide and nearly 600,000 people have died in the 
U.S. alone (WHO, May 24, 2021; CDC, May 24, 2021b). 
This monumental tragedy is largely handled by 
healthcare employees who provide care for those who 
are ill and dying, leading to introduction of the virus not 
only in their daily lives in the community but also in 
their workplace, and more than a thousand healthcare 
workers have died from COVID 19. Clearly, exposure to 
SARS CoV 2 is a new hazard that presents a grave 
danger to workers in the U.S. 

31. This paragraph is factually incorrect. There is no standard of 

-19, only for those who are dying. 

The current standard of care treatment for people who test positive for 

SARS-CoV-2 via RT-PCR is no care at all - they are told to go home and 

return to the emergency room if they need emergency care. Further, 

ample studies show that early treatment - currently being denied to 

individuals who test positive via RT-PCR - can reduce mortality 

significantly. A study by Henry Ford Hospital found a reduction in 

mortality in COVID-19 patients by 66% in patients who received 

hydroxychloroquine, with a 71% reduction in patients who received both 

hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin - a result shrugged off by Dr. 

Anthony Fauci of the NIAID in testimony to the US Senate. This is in 
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-label 

use.  

32. Subsequent to these initial studies, the scientific literature 

has exploded with studies that have shown efficacy of early treatment. 

The studies that do support early treatment are numerous and growing. 

33. 

Danger of COVID-19 sho

Treat Apparent COVID-

-

by a public health policy and medical standards of care that have now 

been established, empirically, by medical authorities on the matter such 

as Dr. Pierre Kory, Dr. Peter McCullough, Dr. Paul Marik, Dr. Jane 

Orient, Dr. Elizabeth Lee Vliet, and Dr. David Brownstein. Each of these 

treating physicians - doctors in the trenches, treating patients - have 

published treatment protocols backed by data that support that it is the 

mangled, unscientific, and arbitrary US public health policies that are 

leading the needless, preventable COVID-19 deaths. 
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34. Finally, it is my opinion that OSHA has failed to address 

many of the clinical concerns of researchers around the world. A 

summary of the many clinical concerns that researchers have to the 

current vaccines include11: 

a. Does the mRNA or adenoviral DNA that induce 

production of the Spike protein cause cell, tissue, or 

organ endothelial damage? 

b. What happens when the Spike protein circulates (body 

fluids, donated blood)? 

c. Why have there been no genotoxicity, teratogenicity, or 

oncogenicity studies? 

d. Does the report of ovarian accumulation of the Pfizer 

vaccine particle lead to long-term reproductive effects in 

vaccinated women? 

e. What of the reduced fertility study (Moderna, EMA)? 

f. Why was there no EAC, DSMB, Human Ethics 

Committee review of safety data? 

                                                           
11 Preprint by Bruno et al., (SARS-CoV-2 mass vaccination: Urgent questions on vaccine safety 
that demand answers from international health agencies, regulatory authorities, governments and 
vaccine developers) 
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g. Why has there been no safety report card from the HHS 

to Congress? 

h. Why, in the vaccine roll-out, has there been no 

restriction of use of the vaccines on groups excluded 

from randomized clinical trials? 

i. Why did the CDC recommend vaccination for pregnant 

women, and women of childbearing potential, without 

appropriate safety studies on reproductive and fetal 

health? 

j. Why are COVID survivors and those previously immune 

subject to vaccination at all? 

k. Why has there been no effort to restrict vaccination 

according to risk for COVID-19 hospitalization and 

death? 

l. Why have there been no attempts to present or mitigate 

risks to public health given reports of myocarditis, 

clotting, and other serious adverse events? 

35. One of my concerns over the current vaccines is that research 

scientists have found that there have been more deaths reported to 
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VAERS following COVID-19 vaccinations than all other vaccines 

combined over the entire history of VAERS (est. 1990). 

36. In fact, Dr. Rose found a massive increase in reports of serious 

adverse events and deaths compared to prior years.12  

 

 
 
 

37. The testing mandate component for unvaccinated workers as 

required by this ETS will not work due to inaccuracies of the test; the 

testing option poses a grave threat to economic harm due to a surge in 

false positives. 

 

                                                           
12 Rose, J. 2021. Critical appraisal of VAERS Pharmacovigilance: Is the U.S. Vaccine Adverse 
Events Reporting System (VAERS) a functioning pharmacovigilance system?  Sci, Publ Health 
Pol & Law 3:100-129 (Independently Peer-Reviewed (Single-Blind, 2 reviewers) 
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United 

States of America that the foregoing is true and correct.  Executed on this 

8th day of November 2021. 

 

      ____________________________ 
  James Lyons-Weiler, Ph.D. 
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